The style of writing and the book's equal treatment of the scientific and humanistic sides of environmental issues remind me of A Sand County Almanac (Leopold 1949). Like Leopold, Botkin introduces topics by presenting vignettes from personal experience. He writes of flying over venice and thinking about large-scale environmental engineering schemes, of revisiting Isle Royale in Michigan and gaining new insights into predatorprey interactions, and of exploring a water mill in New Hampshire and reflecting on how nature is different from a machine. Unlike Leopold, whose account of the dimming "fierce green fire" in the eyes of a dying wolf is etched into every reader's mind, most of Botkin's examples seem strained and ineffective. A Sand County Almanac provided both scientific and ethical inspiration for an entire conservation movement in the twentieth century. I doubt that The Moon in the Nautilus Shell will have a similar impact on the environmental movement of the twenty-first century.
